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Since mathematical models based on component reliabilities are frequently used for prediction of system reliability, it stands to
reason that cost-e�ective inferences on the reliability of a system could be made on the basis of tests of its constituent components.
Prior research in the area of system-based component testing has for the most part addressed the development of plans that test
only the components. From a practitioner's point of view, this is an issue of concern since system failures are often caused by
imperfect interfaces and other causes that are not directly attributable to component failures. The exclusion of system tests may
thus be an erroneous approach. This paper addresses the development of test plans that explicitly consider the possibility of
interface failures. The paper analyzes a series system to determine when testing should be performed on the system alone, on the
components only, and on both, depending on test costs and interface reliabilities. Optimum test plans are derived by solving a two-
stage mathematical program.

1. Introduction

An important step in the development of any system is a
program of testing to ensure that the system will meet
some speci®ed reliability level. Such tests can often be
quite expensive and thus one commonly looks for mini-
mum cost test plans. The constraints to be satis®ed by
such plans are usually in the form of maximum limits on
the probability of both Type 1 and Type 2 errors. A
typical test plan may be found for instance in the De-
partment of the Navy document MIL-HDBK-781 [1].
Here a user must specify values for a (the maximum ac-
ceptable producer's risk), b (the maximum acceptable
consumer's risk), R0 (a value such that a system with a
reliability less than R0 over its mission time would be
considered de®nitely unacceptable), and R1 (a value such
that a system with a reliability higher than R1 over its
mission time would be considered de®nitely acceptable),
where 0 < R0 < R1 < 1. The two constraints that should
be met by a test plan may be stated as follows:

· Pr (Plan rejects the system | System reliability over its
mission time � R1� � a.

· Pr (Plan accepts the system | System reliability over
its mission time � R0� � b.

In practice, few people actually approach this problem in
a systematic fashion, with the explicit objective of mini-
mizing total test costs, and the methods used tend to be of
an ad hoc nature. In fact, there may be many di�erent test
plans that meet the above constraints, each with its own
procedure and its own acceptance criterion, and one

would like to choose from these the plan that is the least
expensive in terms of total test costs. However, since it is
clearly impossible to arrive at an exhaustive list of all
feasible test plans, a general approach may be to decide
upon some class of plans that is plausible for the speci®c
system under consideration.
In developing test plans for systems, there are two basic

approaches: (1) system tests where the entire system is
assembled and tested; and (2) component tests where only
the components are tested. In practice, one would per-
form a combination of both. System tests are appropriate
where component failures are not independent of each
other, interfaces between components are unreliable or
the systems themselves are relatively inexpensive and easy
to test. On the other hand, component test plans can o�er
signi®cant advantages when conditions di�er from the
above. They are almost always cheaper than system level
tests and less complicated in terms of instrumentation
and equipment. Moreover, component tests can be con-
ducted at di�erent locations and times and since the en-
tire system need not be assembled prior to testing, the
development of the system tends to be much more timely
and inexpensive. These and other advantages of compo-
nent test plans are discussed by Rajgopal and Mazumdar
[2].
Component testing is quite common in practice and the

plans that are used are usually well-designed from a
component reliability demonstration perspective. How-
ever, they are usually not system-based, i.e., they are not
explicitly designed with system reliability estimation or
demonstration in mind. As a result, the actual protection
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o�ered by these plans in making inferences about system
reliability is not the same as what is advertised; this point
is further discussed by Easterling et al. [3]. A signi®cant
proportion of research in the area of component testing
has concentrated on the design of statistically valid, sys-
tem-based component test plans that also have minimum
cost. Test plans for various system con®gurations have
been studied by several authors. Gal [4] appears to have
been the ®rst to write on this topic. He was followed by
others including Mazumdar [5,6], Yan and Mazumdar
[7,8], Rajgopal and Mazumdar [9±10,11], Easterling et al.
[3], and Altinel [12,13]. All of these papers demonstrate
how component tests should be designed from a system
perspective. While these papers address various issues
related to the design of system-based component test
plans, none of them explicitly account for failures of the
interfaces between components. From the point of view
of a practitioner, this is a serious drawback since it is
common knowledge that many systems often fail due to
reasons other than component failures; an illustration of
this is provided by Denson [14] in his examination of 16
di�erent defense systems for the root cause of system
failure, and by Murphy and Gent [15] who look at soft-
ware reliability. Many practitioners are thus uncomfort-
able with completely forgoing system testing and relying
solely on component tests for the veri®cation of system
reliability. One paper that does address combined system
and component testing is that written by Easterling and
Prairie [16]; however, this paper considered the case of a
system with m identical components and was written with
a view to estimating component reliabilities as opposed to
explicit demonstration of system reliability.
In this work we address for the ®rst time the issue of

interfaces in the context of component test plans, and also
the issue of combining system testing with component
level tests. The term ``interface'' is used here in a broad
sense and failure due to an imperfect interface is de®ned
as any system failure that cannot be directly attributed to
the failure of a constituent component. We restrict our-
selves to a series system with exponentially distributed
failure times so that the exposition is simple, but future
work will obviously have to address other system con-
®gurations and other failure time distributions. For the
series system considered in this paper, the design of the
test plans may be formulated as a mathematical program
for which the solution is obtained by using statistical
properties of the Poisson distribution and solving linear
programs in two stages.
It should also be noted that occasionally it might be

possible to test the interface itself, e.g., when the interface
is a mechanical linkage or a connecting wire. In such
instances, one could treat the interface as just one more
component of the system and thus the previous work in
this area would be applicable. However, in many other
cases, such an approach may be infeasible, e.g., when the
interface is a weld or a solder, or even for one of the

above examples. In such situations the only way to
evaluate the e�ect of the interface on system reliability is
to test the entire system, and it is such situations that we
consider in this paper.

2. Combined system and component tests

Consider a system of n independent components in series.
It is assumed that:

· The failure time of component j is an exponentially
distributed random variable with (an unknown)
mean equal to kÿ1j .

· The sum of the component failure rates is de®ned by
kC �

P
j kj.

· The interfaces between the components are imperfect
and together have a failure time that is an exponen-
tially distributed random variable with (an unknown)
mean equal to kÿ1I .

· Component and interface failures are mutually in-
dependent.

· Without loss of generality, the mission time is equal
to one unit of time so that the reliability of the sys-
tem, RS � exp�ÿkI ÿ kC�.

· Two numbers R0 and R1�0 < R0 < R1 < 1� are spec-
i®ed such that the system is considered de®nitely
unacceptable if RS � R0 and de®nitely acceptable if
RS � R1.

· Two small fractions a and b corresponding to the
maximum acceptable levels of Type I and Type II
error respectively are speci®ed, with a� b < 1.

· It costs cj units to test component j for 1 unit of time,
while the cost of a system level test is cS units per unit
time, where the unit of time is the mission time.

The following test plan is in e�ect: each component j is
tested (with replacement of failed components) for tj units
of time, and the system as a whole is tested (again with
replacement of failed systems) for tS units of time. Sup-
pose Xj represents the number of failures observed for
component j and XS the number of system failures. It is
assumed that X1;X2; . . . ;Xn and XS are mutually inde-
pendent random variables. The statistical problem that
we address is equivalent to a test of the null hypothesis
H0 : RS � R0 against the alternative H1 : RS � R1 such that
the probability requirements on the two types of error are
satis®ed, and the total test costs are minimized. It is not
immediately obvious how the globally optimum critical
region can be characterized in this situation, and one
could consider adopting di�erent approaches for ob-
taining a suitable critical region based on the sample
observations. One possibility is the use of tests based on
the maximum likelihood estimates or the likelihood ratio
criterion. Here we con®ne ourselves to an ad-hoc class of
critical regions constructed according to the ``sum rule''
which operates as follows: if the total number of failures
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X �� X1 � X2 � � � � � Xn � XS� does not exceed some in-
teger m the system is accepted, otherwise the system is
rejected. This rule has been used in the past for series
systems (e.g., Altinel [13], Easterling et al. [3], and Raj-
gopal and Mazumdar [10]). It is assumed that system
failures are not speci®cally classi®ed as to whether they
are caused by component failures or by interface failures.
While this information could be used to make the test
plans more e�cient, the requisite mathematical develop-
ment is beyond the scope of this paper.
We consider the suggested testing scheme along with

the sum rule in the current context because this leads to
tractable mathematical derivations and allows us to ob-
tain an understanding of the issues related to allocation
between system and component testing. However, other
ad-hoc testing schemes and acceptance rules are certainly
plausible. For instance, one could use the following rule:
accept the system if X1 � X2 � � � � � Xn � mC and
XS � mS , where mC and mS are constants to be deter-
mined. Similarly, one could use a weighted sum rule with
the magnitude of the weights depending upon the ob-
served relative magnitudes of the component and inter-
face failure rates. However this would require some form
of approximation since the resulting distributions to be
analyzed are no longer Poisson. The use of other, more
e�cient testing schemes and acceptance rules are certainly
open issues.
A primary result that will considerably simplify the

exposition that follows is that in the absence of any
prior information on the relative magnitudes of the
component failure rates, if components are to be tested
then all components must be tested for the same
amount of time t1 � t2 � � � � � tn � tC. This is irrespec-
tive of component test costs. The result is a consequence
of the fact that a series system is only as good as its
weakest link and thus with no a priori information on
component reliabilities or failure rates, there is no jus-
ti®cation for testing one component for less time than
another. Put another way, since the precision of the
estimate of system reliability is driven by the minimum
time on test across all components, testing one compo-
nent more than another only adds to the cost without
any addition in precision. This fact has been proved in
several papers relating to tests on series system (e.g.,
Yan and Mazumdar [7], Rajgopal and Mazumdar
[10,11], Altinel [12] etc.). Rather than prove it again, we
will simplify the problem by denoting the common test
time for each component as tC in the development that
follows.
In deriving a minimum cost test plan based on the sum

rule, the questions of interest are:

· Under what conditions on the values of cj and cS is it
optimal to test: (a) only the components; (b) only the
system; and (c) both components as well as the
system?

· What are the optimum values of tC and tS?
· What is the optimum value of m?

We address these questions by considering in turn, two
cases:

(1) The magnitude of kI is completely unknown.
(2) Some a priori information on the value of kI is

available.

In both cases, the generic optimization problem may be
stated as:

Minimize C � cStS �
Xn

j�1
cj

 !
tC; �1�

subject to

Pr

�
XS �

Xn

j�1
Xj � mjRS � R1

�
� 1ÿ a; �2�

Pr

�
XS �

Xn

j�1
Xj � mjRS � R0

�
� b; �3�

tS ; tC � 0:

We now introduce some notation. First, de®ne Fm�k� as
the distribution function of a Poisson random variable Y
with mean k, i.e., Fm�k� � Pr�Y � m�. Also, given
0 � c � 1, de®ne /m�c� as the mean of a Poisson random
variable Y for which Pr�Y � m� � c, i.e.,

Fm /m�c�� � � c � exp ÿ/m�c�� �

� 1� /m�c� �
�/m�c��2

2!
� � � � � �/m�c��m

m!

" #
:

�4�
Given m and c, the value of /m�c� is easily computed by
solving the above nonlinear equation using a simple
technique such as the Newton±Raphson method. The
authors have computed and tabulated the values of /m�c�
for various values of c between 0 and 1 and for values of
m ranging from 0 through 600; this table of values is
available from the authors on request. Note that the
value of /m�c� decreases with c (for ®xed m) and increases
with m (for ®xed c).

2.1. No prior information

In this section we assume that there is no knowledge
about the magnitude of kI relative to the kj values. Now,
since XS is Poisson with a mean tS�kI � kC� and each X j is
Poisson with a mean tCkj, it is clear that XS �

P
j Xj is

Poisson with a parameter tS�kI � kC� � tCkC� tSkI �
�tS � tC�kC. The system reliability is given by
RS � exp�ÿkI ÿ kC�. Using (4), the constraints (2) and (3)
may then be rewritten respectively as
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Fm�K� � Fm�/m�1ÿ a�� for
kI ; kCj exp�ÿkI ÿ kC� � R1; kI ; kC � 0f g: �5�

Fm�K� � Fm�/m�b�� for
k1; kCj exp�ÿkI ÿ kC� � R0; kI ; kC � 0f g; �6�

where

K � tSkI � �tS � tC�kC: �7�
Since the Poisson distribution function Fm�c� is strictly
decreasing in c, Equation (7) may be used to rewrite (5)
and (6) as

tSkI � �tS � tC�kC � /m�1ÿ a� for
kI ; kCjkI � kC � ÿ ln R1; kI ; kC � 0f g: �8�

tSkI � �tS � tC�kC � /m�b� for
kI ; kCjkI � kC � ÿ ln R0; kI ; kC � 0f g: �9�

Note that (8) and (9) are de®ned for ®xed nonnegative
values of tC and tS and are constraints derived from (2)
and (3) respectively. Thus the LHS of constraints (2) and
(3) reduce to solving the following two ``inner'' linear
programming subproblems in kI and kC:

Subproblem 1: Maximize tSkI � �tS � tC�kC;

subject to

kI � kC � ÿ ln R1; kI ; kC � 0f g: �10�
Subproblem 2: Minimize tSkI � �tS � tC�kC ;

subject to

fkI � kC � ÿ ln R0; kI ; kC � 0g: �11�

Let us now de®ne

d � kI

Xn

j�1
kj

 !
� kI=kC

,
: �12�

Note that d provides a measure of the relative magnitudes
of the failure rates of the interfaces and the components,
and that since kI and the kj are unknown, so is d. Using
kI � dkC from (12) to eliminate kI in (10) and (11), the
overall ``outer'' optimization problem then is to ®nd
nonnegative values of tC and tS so as to

Minimize C � cStS �
Xn

j�1
cj

 !
tC; �13�

subject to�
Maximum f�1� d�tS � tCgkC; subject to

f�1� d�kC � ÿ ln R1; kC � 0g	 � /m�1ÿ a�; �14��
Minimumf�1� d�tS � tCgkC; subject to

f�1� d�kC � ÿ ln R0; kC � 0g	 � /m�b�; �15�

tS ; tC � 0:

It is clear that the optimum values of the two subprob-
lems de®ning the LHS of constraints (14) and (15) are
given by �ÿ ln R1�ftS � tC=�1� d�g and �ÿ ln R0�ftS�
tC=�1� d�g respectively. If we now de®ne

A�m� � /m�1ÿ a�=�ÿ ln R1�: �16�
B�m� � /m�b�=�ÿ ln R0�: �17�

then the optimization problem reduces to

Minimize C � cStS �
Xn

j�1
cj

 !
tC;

subject to

B�m� � ftS � tC=�1� d�g � A�m�;
tS ; tC � 0:

This is feasible for all m such that B�m� � A�m�, i.e.,
/m�b�=�ÿ ln R0� � /m�1ÿ a�=�ÿ ln R1�, i.e., �ÿ ln R1�=
�ÿ ln R0� � /m�1ÿ a�=/m�b�. The LHS of this last in-
equality is strictly less than 1, and it has been shown by
Rajgopal et al. [17] that as long as a� b < 1, the ratio in
the RHS is strictly increasing in m and approaches 1 as m
approaches 1. Thus, the problem is feasible for all
m � m� where m� is de®ned as

m� � Inf fmj�ÿ ln R1�=�ÿ ln R0� � /m�1ÿ a�=/m�b�g:
�18�

Returning to our problem, for a feasible value of m it is
clear that at the optimum we must have ftS � tC=
�1� d�g � B�m�, i.e., tC � tS�1� d� � �1� d�B�m�; the
upper bounding constraint is redundant. Since the overall
optimization problem is a linear program with a single
constraint it follows that at the optimum either tC or tS
must be equal to zero. A little examination shows that the
optimum solution is given by

· tS � 0, tC � �1� d�B�m�, with C � �Pj cj��1� d�
B�m� if cS � �1� d��Pj cj�:

· tS � B�m�, tC � 0, with C � cSB�m� if cS �
�1� d��Pj cj�:

Finally, since /m�b� is strictly increasing in m, so is B�m�.
Thus the optimum value of m is the smallest one that
leads to a feasible problem, i.e., equal to m� as de®ned by
(18).
In summary, for a series system with imperfect inter-

faces and no a priori knowledge on the relative magnitude
of the interface failure rate, the optimal policy calls for
testing either only the system or only the component. The
speci®c policy will depend on d, i.e., on how the relative
magnitudes of the system and component test costs
compare with the relative magnitudes of the interface and
component failure rates. Unfortunately, the value of d is
obviously unknown and the above results cannot be
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applied in any useful way. In the next section we consider
test plans where some a priori knowledge about kI is
available. Before doing so we consider two special cases
that o�er some insight into the policy and its intuitive
appeal.
First, consider the case when d � 0, i.e., the interfaces

are perfect. Then if the total cost of testing the compo-
nents is less than that of testing the system, the optimal
policy is to test each component for an equal length of
time and not test the system, while if the total cost of
testing the components exceed that of testing the system,
the system is tested and the components are not. Second,
consider the case when d is ``large''. In this case the in-
terfaces are much more unreliable and since there is no
way of testing the interfaces by themselves the optimal
policy forces us to test the entire system.

2.2. Using prior information on interface reliability

We now consider the situation where prior information
on kI is available. While this information could take
several forms, we consider the case where the value of d
has an upper bound. For a practitioner, it is more ap-
pealing to conduct component tests that are less expen-
sive and complex than system level tests, even when the
interfaces are imperfect, as long as it is known that the
interfaces are not extremely unreliable. However, it is not
obvious how this knowledge a�ects the optimal policy
and whether there are situations in which it might be
optimal to test both components as well as the system,
and if so in what proportion relative to each other. It is
also worth noting that when a series system with perfect
interfaces was considered, the situation with prior infor-
mation on individual component failure rates led to re-
sults that were quite di�erent from the situation with no
a priori knowledge [10].
In this section, we modify our de®nition of d slightly.

Rather than de®ning it to be equal to the ratio kI=kC we
de®ne it as a reasonable upper bound on this ratio, i.e.,
we make the assumption that the a priori knowledge is of
the form kI � dkC where d is some known positive
number. Thus the interface failure rates could range from
being zero to no more than 100� d% of the combined
failure rates of the individual components. There is no
obvious way to specify a value for d; however, a rea-
sonable estimate may be available from historical
performance in similar systems, manufacturer's speci®-
cations or even on a subjective basis. While the results
that follow are best applied to situations where good es-
timates are available for d, the problem of designing an
optimal test plan is shown here to have a closed-form
solution. This allows for an optimal plan to be developed
for any value for d, and a user could thus examine plans
corresponding to several reasonable values and pick one
that is appealing. Furthermore, closed-form expressions
also exist for the maximum Type 1 and Type 2 error

probabilities for any test plan with its test times and its
value of m. These probabilities may be computed for
various values of d as well in order to assess the e�ects of
errors in the estimate of d. This will be illustrated with
numerical examples.
Now consider the optimization problem in this case.

The system reliability and the distribution of the test
statistic are identical to those in Section 2.1 as is the de-
velopment of the optimization problem. The only di�er-
ence lies in the constraint set associated with the two
``inner'' subproblems (10) and (11) which would have
kI � dkC as opposed to kI � dkC. The problem analogous
to (13), (14) and (15) is:

Minimize C � cStS �
Xn

j�1
cj

 !
tC; �19�

subject to�
Maximum tSkI � �tS � tC�kC; subject to

fkI � kC � ÿ ln R1; kI � dkC; kI ; kC � 0g	
� /m�1ÿ a�; �20��

Minimum tSkI � �tS � tC�kC; subject to

fkI � kC � ÿ ln R0; kI � dkC; kI ; kC � 0g	
� /m�b�: �21�

However, the solution of the above problem is more
complex. In the subproblem de®ning the LHS of (20), it is
clear that the ®rst constraint must be binding at the op-
timum; if we had a vector which satis®ed both constraints
and the ®rst one was inactive we could increase kC by
the amount of the excess and improve the objective
(while leaving the second constraint una�ected). Thus the
optimum solution has kC � ÿ ln R1; kI � 0, with a
corresponding value of the objective given by
�tC � tS��ÿ ln R1�; the second constraint �kI � dkC� is
redundant at the optimum.
Next, consider the LHS of (21). The ®rst constraint for

this subproblem must be binding at the optimum; oth-
erwise we could reduce kI and improve the objective (the
second constraint continues to be satis®ed). By substi-
tuting kI � �ÿ ln R0� ÿ kC into the objective and the
second constraint, the subproblem reduces to one of
minimizing �ÿ ln R0�tS � kCtC subject to kC � �ÿ ln R0�=
�1� d� and kC � 0. The optimum solution to the sub-
problem has kC � �ÿ ln R0�=�1� d� and kI � �ÿ ln R0�
d=�1� d�. The objective value is given by
�ÿ ln R0�tS � ��ÿ ln R0�=�1� d��tC.
Given the above, we may now rewrite the overall op-

timization problem as

Minimize C � cStS �
Xn

j�1
cj

 !
tC; �22�

subject to
tC � tS � A�m�; �23�
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tC=�1� d� � tS � B�m�; �24�
tS ; tC � 0:

Note that since tC=�1� d� < tC, the above problem must
have /m�b�=�ÿ ln R0� < /m�1ÿ a�=�ÿ ln R1� for feasi-
bility. This is identical to the conditions in the previous
section and thus we are guaranteed that the problem is
feasible for all m � m� where m� is given as before by (18).
Once again, it is clear that constraint (24) must hold as an
equality at the optimum; otherwise we may decrease tC to
make the constraint hold as an equality and improve the
objective. Thus

tC � �1� d��B�m� ÿ tS �: �25�
Note that since tC is restricted to be nonnegative, (25) also
implies that tS � B�m�:
Using (25) to substitute for tC into (22) and (23) and

incorporating the upper bound for tS reduces the opti-
mization problem to the following:

Minimize C � �1� d�
X

j

cj

 !
B�m�

� tS

"
cS ÿ �1� d�

X
j

cj

 !#
; �26�

subject to

tS � f�1� d�B�m� ÿ A�m�g=d; �27�
tS � B�m�; �28�

tS � 0:

Note that although B�m� < A�m� for feasible m, the
quantity within the parentheses in the RHS of (27) could
be positive or negative depending on the magnitude of d.
Furthermore, the optimum value of tS and hence of tC will
also depend on whether the quantity �cS ÿ �1� d�ÿP

j cj
�� is positive or negative, i.e., on whether

cS � �1� d�ÿPj cj� or not. Note that this is the same
expression that was evaluated in Section 2.1. We there-
fore consider the following exhaustive cases.

Case 1. cS � �1� d��Pj cj�. Note that since the coe�-
cient of tS is nonpositive in the objective, the optimum
solution will have tS at its upper bound given by (28)
while the lower bound (27) is irrelevant. Thus at the op-
timum, tS � B�m� and from (25), tC � 0, i.e., only the
system is tested. The value of the objective at the opti-
mum is cSB�m�. Furthermore, since B�m� continuously
increases with m, the optimum value of m is given by its
smallest feasible value, i.e., m� via (18).

Case 2. cS � �1� d��Pj cj�. Here we consider two fur-
ther possibilities based on the value of m�.

Case 2a. f�1� d�B�m�� ÿ A�m��g � 0. First note that
constraint (27) is redundant here since its RHS is non-

positive. Since tS has a nonnegative coe�cient in the
objective that is being minimized the optimum solution
has tS � 0 and from (25) it follows that tC � �1� d�B�m��;
i.e., only the components are tested. The value of the
objective at the optimum is �1� d�ÿPj cj

�
B�m��. To

show that m� is optimal, ®rst note that for this case
�1� d� � A�m��=B�m��. Further, it may be shown that
A�m�=B�m� is strictly increasing in m (with
limm!1 A�m�=B�m� � ÿ ln R0=ÿ ln R1). Thus it is clear
that �1� d� � A�m�=B�m�, i.e., f�1� d�B�m� ÿ A�m�g � 0
for all m > m� . Hence the optimum value of C is again
equal to �1� d��Pj cj�B�m� for all such m. However,
B�m� continuously increases with m so that the optimum
value of m is the smallest feasible one, namely m�:

Case 2b. f�1� d�B�m�� ÿ A�m��g > 0. The RHS of (27) is
now a nonnegative quantity and serves as a lower bound
on tS . Since tS has a nonnegative coe�cient in the ob-
jective the optimum solution has tS at this lower bound,
i.e., tS � f�1� d�B�m�� ÿ A�m�g=d. Substituting this
value for tS into (25) yields tC � fA�m�� ÿ B�m��g
��1� d�=d�. Thus the system and the components are
both tested here. Substituting the preceding value for tS
into (26) yields an optimum objective value of

�1� d�
X

j

cj

 !
B�m�� � cS ÿ �1� d�

�X
j

cj

�" #
� ��1� d�B�m�� ÿ A�m���=d: �29�

The determination of the optimal value for m is more
complicated here. First note that for any feasible m, (29)
may be rearranged so that it is of the form
fk1 � k2��1� d� ÿ A�m�=B�m��gB�m� where k1 and k2 are
positive constants. Now A�m�=B�m� continuously in-
creases with a limiting value of ÿ ln R0=ÿ ln R1 while
B�m� continuously increases in m and is unbounded from
above. Thus the following lemma holds:

Lemma 1. As long as ��1� d� ÿ A�m�=B�m�� remains pos-
itive, the value of (29) will either increase monotonically
with m, or it will initially decrease to some minimum value
and then increase monotonically with m.

The determination of the optimum value of m will depend
on d. If �ÿ ln R0=ÿ ln R1� � �1� d�, then A�m�=B�m� is
bounded from above by �1� d� for all feasible m, so that
��1� d� ÿ A�m�=B�m�� > 0 for all m > m�. Thus we eval-
uate (29) at successively larger values of m starting with
m� and stop as soon as the value of (29) reaches a mini-
mum and starts to increase. In most cases when d is rel-
atively small, the very ®rst value (m�) will be the optimum
one.
If �ÿ ln R0=ÿ ln R1� > �1� d�, then as the value of m

increases from m� the ratio A�m�=B�m� will exceed �1� d�
for some value of m, say m1: The quantity ��1� d�
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B�m� ÿ A�m�� becomes negative for m � m1 and remains
negative for all m > m1. To clarify this we de®ne

m1 � Inffmj m > m�; ��1� d�B�m� ÿ A�m�� < 0g: �30�
Thus the situation reverts to that of Case 2a for all
m � m1: Now consider all feasible m, i.e., m � m�

· First consider m such that m� � m < m1. For such m
the value of ��1� d�B�m� ÿ A�m�� is positive and
Lemma 1 applies. Thus we evaluate (29) at succes-
sively larger values of m starting with m� and stop as
soon as the value of (29) reaches a minimum and
starts to increase or m � m1 ÿ 1, whichever is earlier.
Let us denote the corresponding value of m by m0.

· Next consider m � m1. This being Case 2a, the opti-
mum is at tC � �1� d�B�m�, tS � 0 with an optimum
value �1� d��Pj cj�B�m� which again is strictly
increasing in m. Therefore m1 is the best among all
such m.

However, there is no guarantee that the optimum value of
C at m1 is better or worse than the optimum value of C at
m0; this depends on the values of d, cS and cj. From the
foregoing discussion, it follows that the only candidates
for the optimum value of m are m0 and m1. Thus the
corresponding objective values are evaluated at these two
values and the one yielding the lower objective value is
the optimum m. Two possibilities are shown in Fig. 1(a
and b); in Fig. 1(a) the value of m0 lies between m� and m1

and the optimum value of m is m0, while in Fig. 1(b)
m0 � m� and the optimum is at m1.
In summary, we have the following results.

· Case 1: If cS � �1� d��Pj cj� then we use m � m�
from (18) and test only the system for tS � B�m��
units of time, at a total cost of C � cSB�m��:

· Case 2a: If cS � �1� d��Pj cj� and f�1� d�B�m��ÿ
A�m��g � 0, then we use m � m� and do not test the
system at all, but test each component equally for
tC � �1� d�B�m�� units of time at a total cost of
C � �1� d��Pj cj�B�m��:

· Case 2b: If cS � �1� d��Pj cj� and f�1� d�B�m��ÿ
A�m��g � 0:
n If �ÿ ln R0=ÿ ln R1� � �1� d� the objective is

given by (29) which is evaluated successively at m�

and larger values to ®nd the optimum m, with the
system and the components both being tested for
tS � f�1� d�B�m�� ÿ A�m��g=d and tC � fA�m��ÿ
B�m��g��1� d�=d� units of time respectively.

n If �ÿ ln R0=ÿ ln R1� > �1� d� the candidate so-
lutions are: (i) the value m0 in the range m� to m1 1
that minimizes (29) with system as well as com-
ponent testing, and (ii) the value m1 evaluated via
(30) for which the value of the objective is
�1� d��Pj cj�B�m1� and we do only component
testing. The optimum value of m is the one that
yields the lower value for C, and thus if use m0 we
test both the system as well as the components
according to the times in the previous paragraph,
and if we use m1 we test only the components for
tC � �1� d�B�m�� units of time.

2.3. Estimating maximum type 1 and type 2
error probabilities

An issue that is of interest is the maximum Type 1 and
Type 2 error probabilities that are associated with a test
plan that is derived using the procedure above. This issue
becomes particularly important for assessing the degree
of protection provided by sampling plans that are ob-
tained using an incorrect value for d. These are readily
computed. First note the values of kI and kC that solve
the subproblems given by (20) and (21) are the ones that
yield the maximum error probabilities. For Type 1 error
(20) these were given by fkC � ÿ ln R1; kI � 0g and for
Type 2 error (21) by fkC � ÿ ln R0=�1� d�; kI �
�ÿ ln R0�d=�1� d�g. Substituting these into (7) to obtain
K, and substituting this value of K into (5) and (6) yields

Maximum Type 1 Error Probability

� 1ÿ Fm��tS � tC��ÿ ln R1��: �31�
Maximum Type 2 Error Probability

� Fm�ftS � tC=�1� d�g�ÿ ln R0��: �32�
These error probabilities hold for any plan with its
speci®ed values of tS , tC and m and thus (31) and (32)
may be used to evaluate the performance of any such
plan.
The following numerical examples illustrate the above

results.

3. Numerical examples

Example 1. Here we ®x the value of d and see how the
optimum policy varies as the system test cost changes
relative to the component test costs. Consider a series
system of ®ve components to be tested with R0 and R1

equal to 0.80 and 0.95 respectively, while the maximum
acceptable probabilities of Type 1 and Type 2 error are

Fig. 1. Minimum test costs corresponding to di�erent values
of m.
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speci®ed as a � b � 0:05. Suppose d � 0:1 and costs per
unit time on test �ci� for components 1 through 5 are 10,
15, 5, 5 and 2 respectively; thus �Pj cj� is equal to 37. For
this data set the smallest value of m for which
/m�1ÿ a�=/m�b� exceeds �ÿ ln R1�=�ÿ ln R0� � 0:23 is
equal to 5 (with /5�0:95�=/5�0:5� � 2:613=10:513 �
0:25�. Thus m� � 5, A�m�� � 50:94 and B�m�� � 47:11:

Case 1. Suppose cS < 40:7 so that cS < �1� d��Pj cj�.
Then the optimum value of m is given by m� � 5, tC � 0
and tS � B�5� � 47:11 with a total test cost of C �
47:11cS units.

Case 2. Suppose 40:7 < cS so that cS > �1� d��Pj cj�.
Here

��1� d�B�m�� ÿ A�m��	 � f�1:1��47:11� ÿ 50:94g
> 0 the situation corresponds to Case 2b. Furthermore,
�ÿ ln R1=ÿ ln R0� � 4:35 > �1� d� � 1:1, so that we
need to ®nd m1 and m0. Since A�6� � /6�0:95�=
ÿ ln 0:95 � 63:94 and B�6� � /6�0:05�=ÿ ln 0:80 �
53:062, f�1� d�B�6� ÿ A�6�g � ÿ5:5 < 0. Thus it follows
from (29) that m1 � 6. Thus the only possible value for m0

is 5 and we evaluate the objective at the optimum times
corresponding to m0 � 5 and m1 � 6. For m0 � 5, we
have tS � f�1� d�B�5� ÿ A�5�g=d � 8:81 and tC �
fA�5� ÿ B�5�g��1� d�=d� � 42:13. Thus the total cost is
C � cS � 8:81� 37� 42:13 � 8:81cS � 1558:81 units.
With m1 � 6, we have tC � �1� d�B�6� � 58:38 and
tS � 0. Thus the total cost is C � 37� 58:38 � 2160:06
units. Comparing these two values for C it may be seen
that there are two possibilities:

· If 40:7 < cS < 68:2 then the optimum solution has
m � 5, tS � 8:81 and tC � 42:13, with a total cost of
C � 8:81cS � 1558:81 units.

· If cS > 68:2 then the optimum solution has m � 6
with tS � 0 and tj � 58:38 for all j, with a cost of
2160.06 units.

Similar results hold for other values of d as well. It should
be noted that for d < 0:0813 the value of
f�1� d�B�5� ÿ A�5�g is negative and corresponds to Case
2a, so that in this range, one would move from pure
system tests to pure component tests directly regardless of
the value of cS . In summary, when cS is relatively small
(Case 1), we test only the system with the total cost in-
creasing linearly with cS . When cS becomes larger (Case
2), for intermediate values both the system and the
components are tested with the total cost increasing as a
piece-wise linear function of cS , and for large values of cS
we test only the components and the total cost is inde-
pendent of system test cost. Figure 2 illustrates this for
d � 0:1 considered above, as well as for values of 0.01,
0.25 and 0.5.

Example 2. In the second illustration, we examine the
e�ect of di�erent values of d on the minimum cost for
®xed values of cS and cj. We use the component cost

data as in the previous example, but ®x cS � 65; the
values of R0, R1, a and b are the same as before.
There are three ranges of values for d to consider
here.

� First, cS < �1� d��Pj cj� as long as d > 0:7568. This
range for d corresponds to Case 1 with m� � 5, tC � 0 and
tS � B�5� � 47:11. The total test cost is C � 3062:15
units.
� Second, cS > �1� d��Pj cj� and �1� d�B�m��ÿ

A�m�� � 0 as long as d � 0:0813. This range for d corre-
sponds to Case 2a and the optimum solution has m� � 5,
tS � 0 and tC � �1� d�B�m�� � �1� d� 47:11 units, with
a total cost of C � 1743:07�1� d� units.
� Third, suppose 0:0813 � d � 0:7568. These values of

d correspond to Case 2b. However, depending upon the
speci®c value of d the value of m1 as given by (30) will
vary and the solution could either involve testing of both
components as well as the system (if m � m0� or it may be
more economical to test only the components (if m � m1�;
the better choice may be found by simply substituting the
value for d into the appropriate cost expressions and
comparing the two.

Figure 3 shows the minimum total test cost as a func-
tion of d, and as may be seen there is an initial linear
region (for d � 0:0813) and a ®nal ¯at region (for
d � 0:7568); in between, the minimum cost continuously
increases with d but the shape of the cost curve is irreg-
ular.

Example 3. Finally, we illustrate the e�ect of uncertainty
in the estimate for d on the maximum Type 1 and Type 2
error probabilities associated with a plan, as given by (31)
and (32); clearly, these probabilities depend on tC , tS and
m. Consider a system with data identical to that in Ex-
ample 2, and suppose d � 0:30. It may be veri®ed that the
situation corresponds to Case 2b, and the optimal plan
has m � 6, tC � 47:58 and tS � 16:47 with a cost of
2831.01. Using these along with (31) and (32) yields
a maximum value of 0.05 for both Type 1 and Type 2
errors.

Fig. 2. Minimum total test cost as a function of system test
costs.
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Now suppose that the value of d was in error and its
true value was di�erent from 0.3 we consider errors of 10,
20, 50 and 100% in both directions and these alternate
values are listed in the ®rst column of Table 1. Columns 2
and 3 list the optimum component and system test times
corresponding to each value of d, and Column 4 the
corresponding value of m. Substituting these into (31) and
(32) yields the maximum Type 1 and Type 2 error prob-
abilities listed in Columns 5 and 6. First, note that as long
as m does not change, Type 1 error remains una�ected
since (31) does not involve d. However, when m changes,
the probability of Type 1 error increases. On the other
hand, Type 2 error is always a�ected since (32) involves d.
However, for this example it may be seen that even when
there is a 100% error in the estimate of d, the maximum
Type 2 error probability is still only slightly more than the
speci®ed value of 0.05.
In general, (31) and (32) may be used to compute these

probabilities for various reasonable value of d when its
true value is unknown.

4. Summary

This paper represents the ®rst e�ort to combine system
level tests with component tests in the demonstration of
system reliability. Such an approach is highly desirable
from the perspective of a practitioner because of the often
inherent unreliability of the interfaces within the system,
and it represents a signi®cant addition to the existing
research in the area of component testing which has thus
far addressed neither the issue of interfaces nor that of
combined system and component tests. The results ob-
tained are intuitively attractive. For a given value of d, if
the cost of testing the system is relatively small, then this
tends to result in testing only the system, while if it is
relatively large we test only the components. For inter-
mediate values, both the system as well as the component
may be tested. Conversely, for a given cost structure, if d
is relatively small (implying that the system interfaces are
reliable) we test only the components while larger values
result in only system testing. With intermediate values
both may be tested, unless the system test costs are very
high, in which case only the components are tested. It is
also worth noting that in instances where it is optimal to
do only component testing, the test times with imperfect
interfaces exceed the test times for a system with perfect
interfaces by a factor �1� d�. This is a consequence of the
fact that the latter situation is a special case of the former
corresponding to d � 0. Finally, if the a priori informa-
tion on the interface failure rate is available in the form of
an absolute upper bound, i.e., of the form kI � u it is easy
to show that if u � ÿ ln R0 the bound is too large to be of
use and the optimum policy calls for pure system tests
with tS � B�m�� units of time, while if u < ÿ ln R0, this is
exactly equivalent to solving the problem with a value of
d that is equal to u=fu� �ÿ ln R0�g:
The results of the test plan can also o�er some insight

into the choice of a value for d. To illustrate this point,
suppose that in Example 1 of Section 3 (where we as-
sumed d � 0:1) there were a total of four failures ob-
served, two at the system level (in the 8.81 time units of
system testing) and two at the component level (in the
42.13 time units of component testing). Since we have
fewer than m failures the sum rule used herein would
accept the system. However, one would be reluctant to
accept the system because of the fact that there are as
many system failures as there are component failures. In
fact, if we estimate kC by 0.0475 �� 2=42:13� and kI � kC
by 0.227 �� 2=8:81�, then kI=kC � 3:78 which is much
bigger than 0.1. Clearly, this implies that the estimate of
0.1 for d was far too optimistic and one would have to
revise this upward suitably and solve the problem with
the new value of d.
There are several avenues for future research. The most

obvious follow-up to this work would be the development
of plans for other con®gurations (e.g., parallel, series-
parallel, parallel-series, k-out-of-n etc.), and other failure

Table 1. Maximum Type 1 and 2 error probabilities for
various d

d tc tS m Max Pr
(Type 1
error)

Max Pr
(Type 2
error)

0 47.11 0 5 0.115 0.005
0.15 61.03 0 6 0.05 0.027
0.24 56.73 7.32 6 0.05 0.040
0.27 51.65 12.40 6 0.05 0.045
0.30 47.58 16.47 6 0.05 0.05
0.33 15.44 35.50 5 0.115 0.025
0.36 14.47 36.47 5 0.115 0.028
0.45 12.34 38.60 5 0.115 0.038
0.60 10.21 40.73 5 0.115 0.056

Fig. 3. Minimum total test cost as a function of d.
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time distributions (e.g., Gamma, Weibull). The speci®ca-
tion of an appropriate plan and acceptance rule for each
case will be a challenging task. Second, one may also
examine other forms of a priori information such as simple
upper bounds on the interface failure rates as well as
knowledge about individual component failure rates
and how these may be combined. Finally, the examination
of issues such as censoring, as well as other test statistics
and acceptance rules is also an open issue for further
research.
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